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Product Backlog  
Titill Staða 
As a rental inspector, I want to see a list of rental devices/rental orders coming in on a 
specific date Lokið 

As a rental inspector, I want to open an un-posted rental inspection case Lokið 
As a rental inspector, I want to fill in information regarding device usage, device status and 
wearing or fuel Lokið 

The app can take signatures from customers Lokið 

As a rental inspector, I want to access the navigation bar, anywhere within the app Lokið 

As a rental inspector, I want to go back a page in every sub-page Lokið 

As a rental inspector, I want to get more options in the app bar Lokið 

As a rental inspector, I want to write down a comment with each pass or fail check Lokið 

As a rental inspector, I want to be able to pass or fail a problem with a checkbox Lokið 

As a rental inspector, I want to mark a fault on a grid view of the device and comment Lokið 

As a rental inspector, I want to be able to register an object in lost and found Lokið 

As a rental inspector, I want to take a picture with in the app Lokið 

As a rental inspector, I want to be able to search for incoming device Lokið 
As a rental inspector, when I finish an inspection I want to save and submit the inspection 
case Lokið 

As a rental inspector, I want to filter incoming devices by date Lokið 

The app saves information on a local database, until it reaches internet connection Lokið 

Testing functionality , with user tests Lokið 

As a Developer, I want my code to follow MSDN camelCasing naming rules Lokið 

As a Developer, I want my code to be clean and readable Lokið 

I want the app to be revised for surface tablet Lokið 
As a rental inspector, I want to be able to navigate between inspection cases without losing 
data in the current case Lokið 

As a rental inspector, I want to post an object in lost and found Lokið 

As a rental inspector, I want to write a comment with a posted object in lost and found Lokið 
As a rental inspector, I want to get an acknowledgement of responsibility for damages form 
for the device I am inspecting Ólokið 

As a rental inspector, I want to write out a bill Ólokið 

As a rental inspector, I want to write down a comment with each picture Ólokið 

As a rental inspector, I want to select the location of inspection Ólokið 

As a rental inspector, I want to draw on a picture taken with the app Ólokið 

As a rental inspector, I want to change the app language Ólokið 

As a rental inspector, I want to record videos and store them Ólokið 

As a rental inspector, I want to playback videos Ólokið 

As a rental inspector, I want to delete videos Ólokið 

 

Geta má þess að allar þær sögur sem eru óloknar eru sögur sem ekki voru framkvæmdar sökum þess 

að þær áttu ekki við lengur við eða það gafst ekki tími til þess að framkvæma þær. 

 


